WHERE
France

WHat
White

WHEn
Regular Special Nights
(always) special

Paul Croses
Macon-Uchizy
History, tradition, passion, value

WINEMAKER Pierre Meurgey
REGION Macon-Uchizy
GRAPE VARIETY Chardonnay
SOIL Clay & limestone
AGE OF VINES Planted around 1982
PRODUCTION 16,000 bottles

VITI VINI Sustainably farmed
off of a single plot in the
climate of Arfentiéres. Destem med and crushed, natural
primary and malolatic
fermentation in stainless
steel. 9 months on lees.
Protein stabilized, filtered,
and bottled 11 months after
harvest.

CONCEPTUAL DOPPELGANGER

Some actresses have the luxury of selection. They
pick and choose the roles that cultivate an aura
which grows with each successful portrayal of someone
else. Ultimately the culmination of these expressions
produces a star to which nothing but accolades
accumulate for each successive selective divination
of their character – as themselves! Sure, you may
not consider Maude Adams a household name, but her
reverence in all the right places makes her an easy
pick when searching for something wonderful and classic
with all the bona fides to back it up. Below you can see
her as French heroine, Joan of Arc. Spoiler Alert: it
doesn’t end well, but is brilliant just the same.

PRODUCER Pierre Meurgey was
born in 1959 at the Hospices de
Beaune, one of the region’s
greatest vintages, and at one
of its most historic locations.
The fourth generation of
passionate Burgundy
winemakers, Pierre has a
Burgundian soul. After
spending decades producing
wine for notable Domaine in the
region, in 2014 he and his
wife, Marion, set out to
produce their own wine.
Pierre’s family is from Uchizy
and his Maconnais roots make
the area is quite special for

him. Entrenched in the region
and com mitted to the specificity
of the “Climats de Bourgogne”
he vinifies and bottles with the
care of a craftsman whose
primary aim is to respect the
terroir. Paul Croses is Pierre
Meurgey’s grandfather and the
label is an ode to him. They
work with trusted growers where
they have deep relationships.
The aim is to produce top
quality Burgundy at accessible
prices.
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